For all maps f on the special solvmanifolds with Sol 4 1 -geometry, we give explicit formulas for a complete computation of the Nielsen type numbers NP n (f ) and N n (f ). We also give a complete description of the sets of homotopy minimal periods of all such maps.
Introduction
For a self-map f : X → X, the Lefschetz number L(f ) and the Nielsen number N(f ) give information concerning the fixed points of f . It is known that the Nielsen number gives more precise information about the existence of fixed points than the Lefschetz number, but its computation is in general very difficult. For the periodic points, two Nielsen type numbers NP n (f ) and N n (f ) were introduced by Jiang [] , which are lower bounds for the number of periodic points of least period exactly n and the set of periodic points of period n, respectively.
It is obvious that these Nielsen numbers are much more powerful than the Lefschetz numbers in describing the periodic point sets of self-maps. Using fiber techniques on nilmanifolds and some solvmanifolds, Heath and Keppelmann [] (see also [] ) succeeded in showing that the Nielsen numbers and the two Nielsen type numbers are related to each other under certain conditions. However, the computation of the Nielsen type numbers even on low dimensional infra-homogeneous spaces is a hard problem. See [] for the Klein bottle and [] for a three-dimensional flat Riemannian manifold.
One of the natural problems in dynamical systems is the study of the existence of periodic points of least period exactly n. Homotopically, a new concept, namely homotopy minimal periods, HPer(f ) = g f n ∈ N | P n (g) = ∅ , where P n (g) = Fix(g n ) -k<n Fix(g k ), was introduced by Alsedà et al. [] . Since the homotopy minimal period is preserved under a small perturbation of a self-map f on a manifold X, we can say that the set HPer(f ) of homotopy minimal periods of f describes the rigid part of dynamics of f . A complete description of the set of homotopy minimal periods of all self-maps was obtained on the nilmanifolds with Nil  -geometry [, ] and on the special solvmanifolds with Sol  -geometry [, ].
There are four-dimensional geometries which were classified by Filipkiewicz [] , see also [] . One of their model spaces is a simply connected four-dimensional unimodular solvable Lie group Sol   . This group contains Nil  as a nil-radical and the quotient by its center is Sol  . Recall that Nil  and Sol  are model spaces for three-dimensional geometries.
In this paper, we are concerned with the special solvmanifolds with Sol   -geometry, i.e., the closed manifolds \ Sol   which are quotient spaces of Sol   by its lattices . For all continuous maps f on any special solvmanifolds with Sol   -geometry, we will give a complete description of the Nielsen type numbers NP n (f ) and N n (f ), and the homotopy minimal periods HPer(f ).
The Lie group Sol 4 1 and its Lie algebra
Consider the connected and simply connected four-dimensional matrix Lie group
This Lie group is one of the four-dimensional geometries which were classified by Filipkiewicz [], see also [] . The Lie algebra of Sol for some constants p ij . Because ϕ preserves the Lie brackets, it follows that ϕ can be expressed as a matrix of one of the following three forms:
In particular, we have 
 is a diffeomorphism with inverse log, and they are given explicitly as follows: 
where the isomorphism is given by
Consequently, Sol 
Remark . Recall that Sol  is one of the eight geometries in dimension . We denote by R , the vector space R  with the bilinear form 
Recall that Sol  is the group R  σ R. We also remark that the map Sol
is a Lie group homomorphism with kernel Z(Sol
As observed above, Sol  can be embedded naturally into the affine group Aff(R  ) as
The lattices of Sol 4 1
In this section we study lattices of Sol 
Theorem . Every lattice of Sol
Notation We denote such a lattice of Sol
Proof Consider the derived series of Sol
. Taking intersections with , we obtain
where  is a lattice of Nil  . From the commutative diagram (S), we obtain a commutative diagram between lattices
Remark that the bottom exact sequence comes from the short exact sequence
Then it is well known, for example, in [] that such  is generated by γ  , 
Consequently, the theorem is proved. Now we will study an embedding of an abstract group k,N,p into Sol   as a lattice. Let N be a  ×  hyperbolic integer matrix with trace > . Then N has two distinct irrational eigenvalues e θ  and e -θ  with corresponding eigenvectors (y  , z  ) and (y  , z  ). This means that NQ = Q , where Q is the matrix with columns (y  , z  ) t and (y  , z  ) t and is the diagonal matrix with entries e θ  and e -θ  . From the identity NQ = Q , we can now check that the assignment
We can choose x  arbitrarily. Therefore, this gives an embedding into Sol   as a lattice. In the theorem below, we study the homomorphisms on any lattice of Sol
be a lattice of Sol 
Proof For simplicity, we write = k,N,p . Let φ : → be any homomorphism. Consider the derived series of Sol Remark . (Homomorphisms on up to conjugacy) Let φ be any homomorphism on = k,N,p given as in Theorem .. We will observe the effect of φ under the conjugation μ(γ ) by an element γ ∈ . Assume
We will first have a look at μ(γ ) • φ mod  , i.e., μ(γ ) •φ on the lattice  /  . Since in mod  , [γ  , γ  ] ≡  and the conjugation by γ  is the multiplication by N on
we can show easily that
Continuous maps on solvmanifolds \ Sol 1
Let f : \ Sol 
Thus ϕ is a homomorphism in Theorem .. This homomorphism extends uniquely to a Lie group homomorphism on Sol Since the invariants that we are going to deal with are all homotopy invariants, we will assume in what follows that every continuous map on \ Sol 
where * is the differential of . Assume that restricts to a homomorphism ϕ on .
Recall that preserves the derived series of Sol 
where ϕ  , ϕ  are integers and ϕ  is a  ×  integer matrix. When f is a map on \ Sol   , which is homotopic to a map induced by , we say that * is a linearization of f . Because in this paper we are only concerned with the eigenvalues of * , we shall denote by * the diagonal block integer matrix diag{ϕ  , ϕ  , ϕ  }.
The commutative diagram
gives rise to a fibration structure on \ Sol   , called the Mostow fibration,
over the circle base with nilmanifold fiber. We remark that any map f on \ Sol   induced by a Lie group homomorphism of Sol   is a fibration map with respect to the above bundle structure. Indeed, such a Lie group homomorphism on Sol   induces maps f , f and f  so that the diagram is commutative
Thus, ϕ  is the degree of the induced map f  on the base space Z\R, and * = ϕ   * ϕ  is a linearization of f , see [] for details. In particular, ϕ  = det ϕ  which was observed already in Theorem .. Furthermore, we also have the following commutative diagram induced by :
From Theorem ., we immediately obtain the following.
Then a linearization of f is an integer matrix of one of the following:
⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣  μ ν n  n  ν μ + n  -n  n  ν ϕ  ⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ , ⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ - -μ n  -n  n  μ - n  n  ν ν μ ϕ  ⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ , ⎡ ⎢ ⎣ m( = ±)      ⎤ ⎥ ⎦ .
Each linearization is respectively conjugate to
Proof The first part follows from Theorem .. Taking conjugation Q - (·)Q by the matrix
we obtain the second part of our assertion. Notice that the middle block of Q consists of eigenvectors of N .
Note that homomorphisms of distinct types are not conjugate to each other. We shall say a map on \ Sol 
Proof As it was mentioned earlier, we may assume that f , f are induced respectively by Lie group homomorphisms , : Sol 
Lefschtez numbers and Nielsen type numbers
Recall that Sol Next we consider the iterations f n of f . Since induces a map homotopic to f , n induces a map homotopic to f n . Therefore,
so we have 
Since ϕ  = -, L(f k ) = , and hence the theorem is proved.
A connected solvable Lie group S is called of type (NR) (for 'no roots') if the eigenvalues of Ad(x) : S → S are always either equal to  or else they are not roots of unity. Solvable Lie groups of type (NR) were considered first in Keppelmann 
